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Your manufacturing plant is ready to 
open. But utility power is two months 
away. What’s your contingency plan?
SOLUTION: 

KOHLER Rental Generators and  
24/7 support.

The grid is down, but your retail store is 
open for business as usual. How did  
you prepare?
SOLUTION: 

Kohler Rental disaster logistics and 
reserve power planning.

Live satellite feeds to 160 countries.  
Hospitality and comfort for 300,000  
golf fans. Do you have a trusted  
rental partner?
SOLUTION: 

KOHLER Rental generators, temperature 
control and luxury restrooms.

Every business and event faces  
a different challenge.
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The KOHLER solution.
Sometimes the best response to a temporary challenge is 
to rent. Kohler Rental has seen every power, temperature 
control and hospitality challenge out there in virtually every 
environment. And has provided the right, cost-effective 
real-world answer for each one. When you call Kohler, 
you’re talking to more than a rental company — you’re 
talking to a solutions provider.

Only Kohler offers KOHLER-manufactured generators,  
state-of-the-art air conditioning and chillers, and true luxury 
restrooms featuring THE BOLD LOOK OF KOHLER® 
plumbing products. All from one company. 

Anywhere. Anytime. Any way.
Kohler Rental is always ready for emergency response  
or “quick drop” deliveries to a jobsite or event. Or the 
Kohler team can provide turnkey specification, design,  
installation and execution of projects, from small to  
large, anywhere in the country.

You can rent from other companies, but with Kohler 
you’re getting the most sophisticated technology and a 
national network of planners, engineers and technicians 
focused on solutions that will let you go about your  
business or event. UNINTERRUPTED.

 • Generators

 • Power management

 • Distribution equipment

 • Lighting and distribution

 • Heating/cooling units

 • Chillers and accessories

 • Luxury restrooms

EQUIPMENT GUIDE
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Satellite feeds are beaming live TV of 
Tiger, Phil and Vijay to 160 countries.  
Do you need redundant power?
SOLUTION: 
KOHLER Dual Pack power systems.

Generator sets.
From our flagship Dual Pack™ redundant power systems  
to a complete line of trailer-mounted, tow-behind and 
Movie Quiet generators, there’s an EPA-compliant  
KOHLER Power System for every situation. Even a  
PGA Championship playoff. 

The power couple.
Dual Pack systems are a product of the fabric of Kohler  
engineering and manufacturing creativity: complete,  
self-contained mobile solutions for mission-critical  
applications. Both generators operate together to  
share the load and ensure uninterrupted power.  
There’s no field wiring or debugging — just make  
your connections and the power is on. 

The case for design.
All KOHLER® generators feature attractive, rugged,  
sound-deadened housings designed to withstand the 
elements. For added convenience, remote monitoring 
capabilities allow you — or a Kohler technician — to  
check generator performance, plan refueling schedules  
or monitor critical functions from anywhere there’s an  
Internet connection. 

When you call Kohler, you’re calling a company with  
the power to change the way your event or industry 
works. UNINTERRUPTED.
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All KOHLER® generators are diesel-fueled; offer superior 
sound attenuation (sound levels from 64 to 68 dBA); 
include GPS for remote monitoring of operational  
functions; and are breakered for output ratings and  
multiple connections. 

Tow-behind generators.
Features: Color-coded cam-type connections. Voltage se-
lector switch. Up to 44 hours of run-time. Fluid containment 
of up to 115 percent of the unit volume. Engine oil makeup 
systems. GPS monitoring of operational functions such  
as fuel levels, next service interval, run hours, location  
and battery voltage.

Trailer-mounted generators.
Features: Hardwire lug connections. Engine oil make-up  
systems. Up to 34 hours of run-time with on-board fuel 
tank. Fuel transfer system for unlimited run-time. GPS 
monitoring of operational functions such as fuel levels, next 
service interval, run hours, location and battery voltage. 

GENERATORS

STANDBY APPLICATION PRIME APPLICATION

240 Volt
Single 
Phase

208/480 
Volt

Three 
Phase

240 Volt
Single 
Phase

208/480 
Volt

Three 
Phase

OUTPUT AMPS OUTPUT AMPS FUEL TANK

20 kW 68 69/30 — — 25

50 kW 204 191/83 188 174/75 110

60 kW 242 215/93 221 194/84 200

100 kW 333 347/158 296 316/143 139/200

180 kW 542 625/271 497 573/248 139/200

200 kW 708 694/301 646 625/271 200

400 kW N/A 1285/602 N/A 890/542 500

STANDBY APPLICATION PRIME APPLICATION

208/480 Volt
Three Phase

208/480 Volt
Three Phase

OUTPUT AMPS OUTPUT AMPS FUEL TANK

300 kW 1041/451 937/406 560

400 kW 1423/616 1318/571 750

600 kW 480/902 1822/819 750

800 kW 480/1218 1105 1000

1000 kW 480/1534 — 1000

1500 kW 480/2255 2045 1000

1750 kW 480/2631 2391 1000

2000 kW 480/3000 2736 1000
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Dual Pack™ redundant power.
Features: Redundancy provided with two KOHLER®  
generators and switchgear. Up to 30 hours of run-time.

Movie Quiet.
Features: Sound rating of 50 dBA  
at 50 ft. Up to 33 hours of run-time.

VOLTAGE

CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS

w/ #16 Cam-Lock  
Connections

dBA@7m
(no load)

180kW 120/208 4 @ 200 Amps 62

300kW 120/208 6 @ 200 Amps 66

AMPS AMPS PER LINE VOLTAGE PRIME kW

500 

AMP
400
500

200
166

120/240
120/208

48
60

800 

AMP
600
825

300
275

120/240
120/208

72
99

1400 

AMP
1000
1400

600
467

120/240
120/208

120
175
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It’s 34° in the Florida Keys. Every resident 
flips on a space heater. How does the 
utility handle the spike?
SOLUTION: 

KOHLER automatic switchgear and 
power modules.

The flexibility to act as an automatic transfer switch and 
also offer paralleling capability to additional generators or 
the utility. PD-150 switchgear features a set of motorized 
breakers controlled by a series of switches which toggle 
programs based on the application. 

KOHLER® power modules.
Revolutionary KOHLER power modules incorporate Kohler- 
engineered switchgear and a generator in a self-contained 
package — all customized for rental applications. 
Paralleling capabilities up to eight generators.

PD-series switchgear.

1500 kW
2000 kW

480
480

•

UTILITY
PROTECTIVE 

RELAY

TRANSFER
SWITCH

CAPABILITY
SYNCHRONIZING

CAPABILITY

VOLTAGE
THREE-
PHASE

• •

STANDBY
AMPS

2255
3007 •••

PRIME
AMPS

2045
2736

POWER  
MANAGEMENT

PD-150 2000-4000 •

UTILITY
PROTECTIVE 

RELAY

TRANSFER
SWITCH

CAPABILITY
SYNCHRONIZING

CAPABILITY
AMPS

• •
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Power play.
Designing and laying out a power grid is part engineering 
know-how and part creative imagination. KOHLER power 
distribution boxes, cable configurations and connection 
systems can be adapted to any application. 

Technology made simple.
Low-profile power distribution boxes are designed to  
be intuitive and virtually foolproof. Simple descriptions 
and numeric coding make identification of connection 
points understandable at a glance. Color coding ensures 
the right cables are properly connected to the generator 
set, HVAC unit, chiller or luxury restroom. Cam-type con-
nections eliminate hard-wiring hassles. And easy access 
to breakers means resets are quick for maximum uptime.

Durable and safe performance.
Molded rubber, weatherproof housings stand up  
to the elements and positively ground all electrical  
components. All KOHLER power distribution  
packs are UL2200 Listed.

Next time you want to invite a few friends over to  
listen to music, reserve the power of Kohler.  
UNINTERRUPTED.

Inviting 80,000 friends over the weekend?
What’s your power distribution plan?

SOLUTION: 

KOHLER distribution boxes, panels  
and transformers.
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Kohler Rental offers a wide variety of power distribution 
configurations to take the power from the generator to  
your equipment. 

Distribution boxes.
Features: Color-coded, very lightweight, cam-type  
electrical connections or twist lock connectors for easy 
setup. Industry-leading equipment size and weight.  
UL Listed and NEMA 3R listed for quick jobsite approval 
by inspectors. Easily accessible breakers for quick resets. 
Multiple receptacle configurations. 50-600 amp ratings. 
120, 208, 220 and 240 voltage capabilities. Integral,  
easy-access handles. 

I-Line panels.
Features: Quick change-out breakers. 600-1600 amp  
ratings. 120, 208, 220, 240 and 480 voltage capabilities.

Transformers and disconnects.
Features: Available in various sizes for voltages 208 
through 480. Applications include stepup, step down, 
power conditioning and isolation.

DISTRIBUTION  
EQUIPMENT
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You want to run a champ car race at night?

How do you power a fleet of lighting trucks?
SOLUTION:
KOHLER distribution boxes and cable

LIGHTING AND  
DISTRIBUTION

Day for night.
Whether you need miles of a reliable grid for a night of  
championship racing or just emergency lighting when the 
utility is down, Kohler offers a complete line of cables and 
ramps, plus a mobile lighting fleet for emergency, utility  
or event support.

Cables.
Kohler Rental has miles of durable, 
flexible, attractive cable of every length, 
configuration and type — quad strings, 
extensions, banded, pigtails and Y-cables.  
Color-coded receptacle boxes make setup easy  
and cam-type connectors twist-lock for security.

Cable ramps.
High-impact plastic, interlocking cable ramps from  
Kohler are lightweight and durable. Their low-profile  
design, high-visibility color scheme and textured 
surfaces ensure safe vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Light towers.
Ten-minute deployment by one 
technician. 30' maximum height. 
Four 1000-watt lights may be 
operated individually. Maximum 
lumens: 440,000. Five- to  
seven-acre light coverage.  
Days of operation without refueling.  
Fully weatherproof. Tow-behind 
design. Diesel.
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Ductless air conditioners.
Features: Vertical-style cabinet ideal for tent applications 
requiring a ductless design. Integral or remote thermostatic 
control can be manually operated for continous heating or 
cooling. Air-cooled. Color-coded power cable connections. 
Tent sides or flaps secure to HVAC unit.

 5 ton

 10 and 20 ton

 25 ton

Ductable air conditioners.
Features: Horizontal-style cabinet ideal for large spaces  
and venues requiring remote location of HVAC equipment. 
Integral or remote thermostatic control. Air-cooled.  
Color-coded power cable. 

 30 and 60 ton

7030

DIMENSIONSTONS
height length width

inches

165 96

9960 264 102

HEATING/COOLING 
UNITS

725

DIMENSIONSTONS
height length width

inches

45 30

8310

DIMENSIONSTONS
height length width

inches

64 32

9520 92 32

9225

DIMENSIONSTONS
height length width

inches

108 50
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Cool technology.
Some ideas from Kohler can literally change the  
climate of your business. 

Events.
From powerful, energy-efficient chillers through a full 
line of HVAC products, Kohler® climate control systems 
can take away an early morning chill or maintain a  
comfortable, dehumidified environment in a building 
or tent. Kohler’s poly duct distribution systems are 
designed to deliver gently settling cool air without cold 
spots. Cooling and heating systems are designed to 
maintain indoor comfort even during extreme outdoor 
temperature conditions. 

Self-contained narrow-profile HVAC units are reliable, 
quiet and user-friendly. All units have their own circuit 
breakers and can operate in either a fully automatic or 
manual mode. 

Industrial.
Kohler is also an experienced industrial climate control 
provider for planned or emergency HVAC system 
downtimes, industrial process supplementation as 
well as temporary and seasonal applications, including 
construction. 

With Kohler, cooler heads prevail. UNINTERRUPTED.

You’re entertaining 5,000 VIPs on a  
humid Kentucky weekend.

How do you keep your cool?
SOLUTION: 
KOHLER chillers and HVAC units.
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 100, 200 and 300 ton chillers.
  Features: Provide chilled water duty for  

cooling and dehumidification needs. 
High and low outdoor temperature 
operation capabilities. Air-cooled. Event 
or industrial applications. Trailerized. 
Low sound and vibration levels.

 250, 500, 750 GPM pumps.
  Features: Frame mounted with  

combination starter and safety  
disconnect. Totally enclosed  
fan-cooled (TEFC) motor for  
weather resistance.

 50 and 100 ton air handlers.
  Features: Fully ductable, featuring side 

or end duct connections. High-pressure 
forward-curved blower with fan speed 
control. Horizontal-style cabinet.

Accessories.

Features: Water hose and manifolds. Flex duct and poly duct. 
Diesel and propane heaters. Electric heaters, 10-150 kW. 

CHILLERS AND
ACCESSORIES

98100

DIMENSIONSTONS
height length width

inches

219 99

104 247200

300 105 456 99

99

53250

DIMENSIONSGPM
inches

61 29

53 61500

750 65 66 29

29

68

DIMENSIONSTONS
inches

120 78

96 144100 78

height length width

height length width
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The necessities of luxury.
Events need food, power, shelter — plus, really  
great bathrooms.

And Kohler knows bathrooms. Period.
An Original KOHLER® restroom is the only mobile 
restroom in the rental industry that is all-Kohler, offering 
porcelain KOHLER lavatories, toilets and faucets with 
Polished Chrome finishes. With luxurious trim and  
finish in cherry wood and marble, an Original KOHLER 
Restroom offers a gracious feel and close-to-home  
comfort in a restroom away from home. 

Kohler multiuser restrooms feature individual male  
and female suites available in a variety of configurations 
and sizes — perfect for your concert tour, sports  
tournament, corporate event, TV/film production  
or wedding.

For your next event, choose THE BOLD LOOK  
OF KOHLER®. UNINTERRUPTED.

Your “luxury” event is outdoors.

Will upscale guests like the restrooms?
SOLUTION: 
KOHLER luxury restrooms.
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6 6

Features: Multiuser rest-
rooms include individual 
male and female suites 
with KOHLER® lavatories, 
toilets and faucets with 
Polished Chrome finishes. 
Luxurious trim and finish 
materials, tasteful artwork, 
music, air conditioning, 
and full-length mirrors. 

32 foot ADA luxury restroom

3

2 X@ 
3 1

32 foot luxury restroom

2 @ 

24 foot luxury restroom

3

2 @ 
3

Facilities

LUXURY RESTROOMS
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More than 80 service locations and  
six regional offices nationwide.

CORPORATE OFFICE:
KOHLER, WISCONSIN

888-769-3794 

 [fax] 920-459-1846

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

877-620-7449
 [fax] 630-620-8557

DALLAS, TEXAS

866-592-7050
[fax] 972-206-7071

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

866-487-8844
[fax] 702-260-7829

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

866-577-4797
[fax] 310-518-5028

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

866-850-8132
[fax] 407-281-8851

WASHINGTON, D.C.

866-732-8734
[fax] 410-969-7276
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